Front End Loading (FEL)

The phased approach to project definition.

**FEL requires discipline in a chaotic world. SSOE can help.**

A properly executed FEL program leads to more successful projects with better cost and schedule performance, more effective risk management, and fewer scope changes.

In most businesses, there are many opportunities and priorities competing for the limited capital funds and resources available. Informed investment decisions yield the best results. So, a cost-effective method for gathering relevant information and facilitating objective comparisons is valuable.

FEL is a project execution model for the progressive definition of scope, cost, and schedule using a phased approach that leads stakeholders to address risks and commit additional resources at well-defined approval milestones during a project’s life cycle. At each approval milestone, a business decision is made based on the potential return on investment, adherence to success criteria, and risk.

SSOE has developed a standardized approach to implementing the FEL program during our many years of working with market leaders in the food business. We have successfully delivered thousands of projects to provide our clients with a reliable basis upon which to make their investment decisions.

---

**RISK MANAGEMENT**

The risk of major investment in projects with fatal flaws is significantly mitigated

---

**STAKEHOLDER ALIGNMENT**

Formal approval gate reviews improve project outcomes via stakeholder alignment

---

**CAPEX UTILIZATION**

Using FEL, funds are not tied up as contingency on poorly-defined projects
FEL facilitates robust planning early in the project’s life cycle when the ability to implement design changes is relatively high while the cost of making those changes is relatively low.

The cost of FEL services is typically 2% to 5% of the total installed project value.

**BENEFITS OF FEL PROGRAMS**

- Every dollar spent on FEL services yields a payback of $3 to $10
- Actual cost performance vs. authorization estimate averages 20% savings
- Average schedule performance vs. authorization estimate improves by up to 39%
- Plant design capacity / utilization vs. authorization rate improves by about 15% on average
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